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Explore the many experiences of this resort of Camelback Mountain overlooking Paradise Valley,
celebrating its 10th anniversary with spectacular summer specials.

Enjoy scenic mountain and spa casitas, luxurious suites and private homes. Relax at the Asian-inspired spa or
infinity pool...and savor freshly prepared American cuisine, specialty cocktails and wine.

Arizona residents can take advantage of the “Arizona Residents Special,” staying two nights and saving 20% off a
Sanctuary getaway. Through August 31, 2012, reservations are available exclusively at 480.948.2100.

“Be A Member For The Day” at Sanctuary Spa includes a 60-minute treatment, complimentary classes in the
movement studio, use of the fitness center, infinity pool access, and a bento box lunch -- all for $145 per person,
any Sunday-Thursday through August 31, 2012.

 “Wine & Dine” at XII, the private chef’s table offering a backstage pass into the show kitchen, features a
remarkable five-course summer tasting menu paired with wines. This all-inclusive experience for twelve guests is
priced at $1500++. For reservations call 480.607.2300.

Discover Sanctuary’s exciting new summer menu with the option of Prix Fixe dining, available nightly through
August. A three-course dinner featuring Chef Beau MacMillan’s renowned cuisine, including healthier options like
the signature bento box, is just $39++ per person.

Shake it up during Mixology 101, a fun and interactive cocktail experience. Meet the jade bar mixologists for
techniques, recipes and tastings The Valley’s only premium cocktail hour, The Pour, raises the bar for Happy Hour
daily from 4-6pm at jade bar and 10pm-midnight on edge (small plates only). Enjoy upscale cocktails, top shelf
spirits, fine wines and a variety of small plates -- all just $6 each.

For more information on Sanctuary’s 10th anniversary celebration and to reserve a spectacular summer escape,
visit sanctuaryaz.com.
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